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‘‘Life can only be understood backwards, but it must

be lived forwards . . . Dialectically the position is this:

the principle of association, by strengthening the

individual, enervates him . . . . It is only after an ethical

outlook, in the face of the whole world . . . that there

is really joining together.’’ Soren Kierkegaard

ABSTRACT. Crisis management can be simultaneously a

content specific problem solving process and an opportu-

nity for stimulating and enabling an organization’s ethical

tradition. Crisis can be an opportunity for ethical organi-

zational development. Kierkegaardian ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog

method builds from within the internal ethical tradition of

an organization to respond to crises while simultaneously

adapting and protecting the organization’s tradition. The

crisis itself may not be a directly ethical crisis, but the

method of responding to the crisis is built upon the ethical

foundations of an organization’s tradition. A limitation of

this method is that it may be less applicable to organizations

with questionably ethical traditions. The concept of

‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog is derived from Kierkegaard, but here

is applied to organizational crisis management. The method

is illustrated and discussed in the context of a wrongful

death crisis of the Dana- Farber Cancer Institute, a non-

profit organization, and an economic survival crisis at Ben

and Jerry’s, a business organization.
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Introduction

Crises can be both serious threats as well as oppor-

tunities for development of individual character and

perhaps also organizational character. This paper

considers how the problem of organizational crisis

management might be appropriately addressed with

a dialogic, ethics method, that may, in turn, stimu-

late organizational character. The process method

includes, gives voice to, and may dialectically

stimulate an organization’s ethical tradition and

character while addressing the problem of crisis

management.
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The type of dialogic process, ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog,

is derived from Kierkegaard, but here is applied to

organizational crisis management. There are some

Aristotelian roots to Kierkegaard’s developmental

philosophy that are discussed below. With the

‘‘upbuilding’’ method, when an organization can

openly and respectfully approach other stakeholders

in a crisis, can frame the crisis as being potentially

harmful to the organization’s ethical tradition, it can

begin to contain the crisis and simultaneously stim-

ulate and enable the organization’s ethical tradition.

By proposing and adopting solutions that are in-

formed by the organization’s ethical tradition but

that also question that tradition, the organization can

begin to recover from the crisis as well as learn from,

change, and develop in light of the lessons presented

by the crisis.

For Aristotle (The Nicomachean Ethics, Books One

and Ten), the choices we make, particularly the

choices we make in pressured type situations such as

crises, are key to individual character development.

Aristotle further suggests that ‘‘for while it is desir-

able to secure what is good in the case of an indi-

vidual, to do so in the case of a people or a state is

something fine and more sublime (Aristotle, 1955, p.

64).’’ Might the same be true for the common good

of organizations, their organizational stakeholder

communities, and perhaps even organizational

characters as shaped by the process choices they

make in crisis situations?

Feldman (2002) in his Memory as a Moral Decision:

The Role of Ethics in Organizational Culture links the

concepts of ethics and organizational cultures and

traditions. Feldman (2002, p. ix), explains, ‘‘The

theory of moral tradition is designed to investigate

the historical and cultural context of moral com-

mitment . . . . I apply this framework to theories of

organizational culture to investigate their moral

assumptions and moral implications, that is, to

explicate and understand the moral life they imply.’’

According to the Oxford English Dictionary (1971,

p. 1178), the English word ‘‘crisis’’ comes from the

Greek word ‘‘Krisis.’’ The OED’s definition of

crisis is ‘‘A vitally important or decisive stage in the

progress of anything; a turning point; also, a state of

affairs in which a decisive change for better or

worse is imminent; now applied especially in times

of difficulty, and suspense in politics or com-

merce.’’

According to the social scientist and crisis man-

agement scholar, Shrivastava (1993, p. 25), ‘‘Crises

are situations that threaten the survival of the system.

They cause restructuring of the system . . . crisis re-

fers to disruptive situations characterized by urgency

of decision, large impacts, and system restructuring.’’

Much of the literature on crisis management is

about externally and/or internally induced, large-

scale catastrophic events such as global market or

institutional field changes, natural disasters, radical

technological changes, or accidents such as those at

the Chernobyl nuclear power plant or the Bhopal

chemical plant (Audia et al., 2000; Deephouse,

1996; DiMaggfio and Powell, 1983; Fiol, 2002;

Haverman, 1992; Hill and Rothaemel, 2003; Kost-

ova and Zaheer, 1999; Mitroff et al., 1988; Oliver,

1991; Pearson and Clair, 1998; Shrivastava, 1993;).

The field also recognizes that an event does not have

to be this large-scale to qualify as a ‘‘crisis.’’

The organizational crisis and change literature also

distinguishes two distinct types and/or approaches to

crisis management: reactive and proactive. Proactive

steps can involve developing processes for antic-

ipating crisis threats and opportunities, methods and

processes for dealing with anticipated crises, and

even creating crises in order to stimulate change and

development opportunities (Argyris et al., 1985;

Collins and Porras, 1994; Lewin, 1951; Nielsen,

2003; Senge, 1990).

The reactive nature of crisis management reflects

what organizations actually do and methods and

processes organizations use and go through in the

face of a realized crisis (Czarniawska, 1997; Fiol,

2002; Hill and Rothaermel, 2003; Nielsen, 2003).

This reactive type of crisis management is the focus

of Kierkegaardian ‘‘upbuilding’’ method that builds

from within an internal ethical tradition to respond

to crises while simultaneously adapting and pro-

tecting the tradition. This method has also been

applied to directly ethics issues (Nielsen, 1996a).

Reactive crisis management methods are con-

cerned with such things as how to contain the crisis,

recover from the crisis, and learn and/or transform

from the crisis experience (Mitroff et al., 1988). For

example and in an ethics context, Pearson et al.,

(1997) consider the reactive crisis management steps

taken by Johnson and Johnson in the wake of the

Tylenol poisoning as a method for containing,

recovering, and learning from the crisis. In that case,
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an outsider was poisoning Tylenol packages within

retail stores. Johnson and Johnson withdrew all the

Tylenol packages from the market at great financial

cost. They found that a critical cause of Johnson and

Johnson’s success in this crisis management case was

the fact that the company was guided in its reaction

to the crisis by its traditional values concerning the

company’s priorities, employees, and other stake-

holders. Unfortunately, in a more recent Johnson

and Johnson case, it was found that company insiders

suppressed for over twenty years information about

the liver damaging side-effects of its Tylenol drug

(Bates and Hall, 1994; Grady, 1997; Tennant, 2004).

It may be that more people have died from the liver

damage than the cyanide poisoning. Both organi-

zations and individuals can sometimes act both

ethically and unethically and use ethics methods for

both ethical and not so ethical reasons.

The purpose of this article is to introduce, eval-

uate, and advocate for appropriate circumstances, the

‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog method as an organizational

crisis management method and as a method for

stimulating and enabling an organization’s ethical

tradition. Limitations of the method are also con-

sidered. Examples of other types of dialogic processes

that have been used explicitly to help solve organi-

zational crisis problems are action-science dialog

(Argyris and Schon, 1988), action-learning dialog

(Torbert, 1987), Socratic dialog (Nielsen, 1989), and

Woolman dialog (Nielsen, 1993).

This article is developed as follows. First, the

Kierkegaardian origins of the methods are discussed.

Second, the ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog method used in the

Dana-Farber and Ben and Jerry’s crisis management

cases are presented. Third, strengths and limitations

of the method for ethical crisis management are

discussed.

Two cases, a nonprofit organization case and a

business organization case, are presented here, the

Dana-Farber and Ben and Jerry’s cases. These cases

were selected to demonstrate that the method has

and can work in very different political-economic

sectors such as nonprofit institution and business

institution sectors. Other organizations such as

Cadburys (Smith et al., 1990; Nielsen, 1996b),

Scandinavian Airlines (Carlzon, 1987), Polaroid

(Ewing, 1989), and Tom’s of Maine (Chappel, 1993)

have also successfully used variations of ‘‘upbuild-

ing’’ dialog. There are many different types of

strong, ethical organization traditions and many

different types of problematical environments. The

key to the ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog method is not the

particular organization tradition or the particular

problematical environmental situation. Instead, the

key to the method is building upon ethical foun-

dations of an internal tradition to manage crises

while also adapting and protecting the ethical tra-

dition within a problematical environment.

Kierkegaard ‘‘upbuilding’’ method

The ‘‘upbuilding’’ ethics based approach to crisis

management considered in our paper is an adapta-

tion of Kierkegaard’s ‘‘upbuilding’’ method. The

English language word ‘‘upbuilding’’ is Steere’s

(1938) translation of the Danish word, ‘‘opbuggelig’’

that Kierkegaard used. Our interpretation and

adaptation of the Kierkegaard method is based pri-

marily on personal conversations with the late Ki-

erkegaard scholar, Douglas Steere, our reading of the

English language translations of the original Kier-

kegaard works, as well as our interpretations of the

published analyses of Kierkegaard’s work by Bern-

stein (1971), Fleischacker (1994), Kearney (1988),

Lowrie (1942), and Steere (1938).

Originally and more specifically, Kierkegaard was

concerned with Danish social, religious, and indi-

vidual ethical development that he considered

threatened by external, problematical German and

French military, political, and intellectual environ-

mental influences. Kierkegaard was also concerned

with the need to simultaneously reform, adapt and

protect the Danish social and religious ethical tra-

dition in this context of a threatening environment.

Kierkegaard did not specifically consider problems of

organizational crisis management or organizational

ethics.

There are four elements in Kierkegaard’s philos-

ophy of ‘‘upbuilding’’ that correspond to the four

processes in ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog (Bernstein, 1971;

Fleischacker, 1994; Kearney, 1988, Kierkegaard,

1845, 1846a, b, 1847b; Lowrie, 1942; Steere, 1938,

1949).

(1) Friendly, respectful affect: Kierkegaard was con-

cerned with ethical process. For Kierkegaard, an

important part of ethical process was friendly,

respectful, and even loving expression while in
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actual or potential conflict with others. This does not

mean that one cannot or does not feel angry, the

concern is with appropriate expression. Kierkegaard

(1946, p. 45) has not suggested that it is necessary or

practical to always ‘‘admire the neighbor – but one

must love him.’’ Kierkegaard’s position is similar to

the familiar, but nonetheless difficult, ethical ideal,

‘‘Hate the sin, but love the person.’’ Kierkegaard did

not suggest that we understate our ethical concerns

in order to avoid conflict. Rather, we should express

our concern both fully and in a friendly, respectful

manner.

Kierkegaard (1847b, 1948, pp. 183–184) explains

his friendly, respectful approach: ‘‘a man can, to be

sure, have an extremely different, yes, have a pre-

cisely opposite opinion from our own, and one can

nevertheless deal earnestly with him if one assumes

that finally there may be a point of agreement, a

unity in some universal human sense, call it what

you will. But if he is mad (angry), then one cannot

deal with him. One can dispute with a man, dispute

to the farthest limit, as long as one assumes, that in

the end there is a point in common, an agreement in

some universal human sense: in . . . respect.’’

By extension, Kierkegaard also was opposed to

adversarial ‘‘us versus. them’’ group divisions in

society. Kierkegaard (1847b, 1948, p. 206) explicitly

criticized adversarial divisions among socioeconomic

classes, the professions, types and levels of intelli-

gence. For Kierkegaard, it is our common ethical

concern which has the potential for uniting across

such divisions.

(2) Framing the issue as a problematical environment

threatening ethical action and ethical tradition: At the

time Kierkegaard was writing about his ‘‘Upbuild-

ing’’ approach in the 1840s, Europe was experi-

encing both progress and very powerful and often

destructive changes that accompanied the growth of

industrialization and the spread of ideas, at times

distorted ideas, from the French Revolution.

Napoleon’s massive, primarily volunteer, revolu-

tionary armies had overthrown several monarchist

governments and left much devastation in their

wake. The Napoleonic, anti-monarchist movement

had only been defeated, perhaps temporarily, by the

primarily conscripted, combined monarchist military

forces some 25 years before. Concurrently, mass

production and industry was often accompanied by

rapidly increasing urbanization, industrial conflict,

public health problems, and serious breakdowns in

local community.

From the perspective of the small, relatively

peaceful country of Denmark, large parts of Europe

appeared to be buffeted by waves of uncontrollable,

destructive social forces. For many, these external

forces appeared to be infected with destructive,

‘‘crowd’’ (Kierkegaard’s word) mentalities that were

unable to discern well among the positive and

negative aspects of ongoing mass social changes.

Kierkegaard compared the problem of doing

ethics, which he considered an essentially local

activity, with trying to travel around Denmark with

the help of a small map of Europe on which Den-

mark would show no larger than a pin point (Ki-

erkegaard, 1846a, p. 277) Similarly, Kierkegaard was

concerned with unthinking conformity to mass,

popular opinion trends (Kierkegaard, 1846b, 1962,

pp. 64–65). Kierkegaard was critical of those who

sought what he considered vicarious power through

identification with mass movements as a substitute

for local responsibility and local action.

(3) The solution process of ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog by

individuals from within a tradition: Kierkegaard was

concerned with doing ethics, not just understanding

ethics. Kierkegaard recognized that ethics was an

interactive and continuing action and learning pro-

cess, that one learns through action, and that learning

informs action. For Kierkegaard (1846a, 1966, p.

143), ‘‘The ethical is not merely a knowing; it is also

a doing that is related to a knowing, and a doing

such that the repetition may in more than one way

become more difficult than the first doing.’’

Key to ethical doing is dialogic method. Kier-

kegaard explains that when we participate in dialog

with others about ethical issues, in addition to

learning about ethics we are also acting ethically. It is

particularly necessary to engage in dialog when the

circumstances are difficult. For Kierkegaard, partic-

ipating in the process of dialog is an ethical and even

a courageous act as well as a learning process. By

participating in the talk, we hold open the possibility

of change, including change that may not be com-

fortable and may even be threatening.

Further, ethical dialog and ethical doing are not

abstract activities, but need to be grounded in one’s

own concrete, local, real world, tradition (Kierkeg-

aard, 1846a, 1968, p. 128). Kierkegaard’s biogra-

pher, Lowrie (1942, p. 30, 90) observed that what
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exerted a prodigious influence on Kierkegaard was

that ‘‘. . . he had an unusually vivid feeling of soli-

darity with the family, the clan, the race . . . He was

not opposed to change as such but contended against

the effort to impose upon Denmark the abstract

theories of the French Revolution, without taking

into account the character . . . the history of the

nation and the institutions which had grown up in

conformity with the genius of the people. The

modern development of the Scandinavian nations

. . . with institutions peculiar to the people and

appropriate to their situation, has amply justified

S.K.’s contention.’’

More recently Fleishacker (1994, p. 78) similarly

explains Kierkegaard’s ‘‘upbuilding’’ approach as

follows’’ ‘‘I acquire an adequate sense of my possi-

bilities for action only when I accept the fact that my

place in the world is given by my emotional and his-

torical circumstances . . . these various and conflicting

requirements can be met by trusting a particular nar-

rative that gives me my place in the world rather than

allowing me to imagine I have created that place.’’

For Kierkegaard, embedded local, ethical wisdom

does not have to be overwhelmed by waves of

crowd phenomena. Just as embedded local wisdom

can be positively and negatively influenced by macro

social waves, so also can embedded local wisdom

inform more macro social waves. Such mutual

informing proceeds in mutual ‘‘talk,’’ listening, and

questioning.

(4) Ethically transformed association: For Kierkeg-

aard, ‘‘upbuilding’’ method holds open the possi-

bility for ethically imagined and transformed

association. Kierkegaard refers to a ‘‘poetics’’ of

ethics where potentialities and what ought to be can

be imagined in action and made incarnate.

Kierkegaard (1846b, 1962, p. 79) explains such a

transformation dialectically: ‘‘Dialectically the posi-

tion is this: the principle of association, by

strengthening the individual, enervates him; it

strengthens numerically, but ethically that is a

weakening. It is only after . . . an ethical outlook, in

face of the whole world, that there can be any

suggestion of really joining together.’’

That is, if one allows oneself to be absorbed with a

crowd environment, it is possible to become stron-

ger in the sense that one is allied with a very large

group beyond the local community. However,

identification with macro social movements can

interfere with ethical responsibility, ability and free-

dom at the local level. For Kierkegaard, ethics starts

with local, within a tradition responsibility and action.

For example, if individuals and groups such as

workers and manages consider themselves to be

enemies at the national level, that can make it dif-

ficult to do cooperative, ethical problem solving at

the local organizational level. For Kierkegaard, such

a loss of local ethical responsibility is an ethical

weakening. However, if we can ‘‘upbuild’’ from

within our local organization tradition of coopera-

tive, participative decision making and technological

change ‘‘in the face of the whole world,’’ then

ethical problems can be solved and local association

can be transformed and deepened.

The Dana-Farber cancer institute case

Following are: (a) a description of the Dana-Farber

tradition and the particular problematical crisis

situation; (b) a description of the method used to

help give the Dana-Farber tradition a voice in the

problem solving process; and, (c) a discussion of the

four ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog steps taken in the problem

solving change process.

The Dana-Farber Crisis Situation and Tradition

The information concerning the Dana-Farber case

come from extensive, investigative articles published

in The Boston Globe, internal histories of the Institute,

and three key interviews with a high level medi-

cal doctor-administrator, a high level non-medical

administrator, and a nursing supervisor who all prefer

to remain anonymous (Knox, 1995a–f; Knox and

Blanton, 1995; Kong, 1995a, b; Pfeiffer, 1999).

The Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and its tradi-

tion has their roots in the late-1940s work of the

pathologist Sidney Farber. In 1947, Dr. Farber was

the first to succeed with a drug therapy treatment of

cancer, resulting in temporary remission in over half

of his juvenile patients. Over the years, Dana-Farber

contributed to major advances in adult and pediatric

oncology in many varieties of cancers. It was a point

of the Dana-Farber Institute that these advances

should not and did not come at the expense of the

cancer victims as guinea pigs. Dr. Farber instituted
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the then-revolutionary concept of ‘‘total care,’’

which established a team of medical professionals

who collectively conducted very advanced and

aggressive cancer research and attended to the needs

of the patient and their families, including clinical

care, nutrition, social work, and psychological

counseling. In sum, the tradition at Dana-Farber was

what the Institute called ‘‘compassionate care

through research.’’

In November of 1994 there was a crisis. Dana-

Farber was conducting an experimental treatment of

breast cancer that had metastasized into other parts of

patients’ bodies. The risky treatment, which con-

sisted of very high-dose chemotherapy and bone

marrow stem cell transplants, had been shown to

improve life expectancy almost threefold. The

treatments involved five women who applied for

and were accepted into the program, and involved

highly toxic drug dosages. A research fellow mis-

calculated the dosages for two of the women,

resulting in the two women receiving four times the

intended drug dosage. The miscalculation, which

slipped past the notice of several nurses and phar-

macists, led to the death of one of the women, and

permanent heart damage in the other woman. Fur-

thermore, in the case of the woman who died as a

result of the overdose, during the two weeks be-

tween the overdose and her death, none of the staff

recognized her deterioration as the effects of the

deadly doses.

As a result of these errors, numerous inquiries

were mounted by internal and external bodies to

investigate the causes of the mistakes. The fallout of

this crisis at Dana-Farber was far-reaching. The

Institute’s bond rating was lowered, casting a cloud

over its plan to construct a new research facility. The

failure of the quality assurance program at Dana-

Farber became the subject of just the second joint

investigation ever mounted by Massachusetts state

agencies regulating hospitals, physicians, nurses, and

pharmacists. The Institute and the research fellow

faced multi-million dollar malpractice and wrongful

death suits filed by the families of the deceased and

injured women. An external panel downgraded

Dana-Farber’s accreditation from ‘‘full’’ to ‘‘condi-

tional’’ pending the results of the investigations; this

could have resulted in the Institute losing funding

from Medicare and Medicaid. The case raised

questions concerning the Institute’s commitment to

caring for its patients as humans, rather than as means

(guinea pigs) to conduct prestigious research or gain

lucrative research grants.

‘Upbuilding’ dialog at the Dana-Farber cancer institute

Following is a description of how the four

‘upbuilding’ dialog steps of the method were used in

the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute crisis management

situation.

(1) Approach others in a friendly , open and

respectful manner. The Institute held empathetic

respect as one of its core values, stating, ‘‘We

endeavor to treat patients, their families and col-

leagues as we ourselves would wish to be treated.’’

This empathetic respect served as a core motivation

for the work Dana-Farber was doing to find cures

and treatments for cancers. Theirs was a task of both

caring for patients and aggressively looking for

innovations to save human lives. As Walsh, the

President of the Institute, pointed out, ‘‘We work so

hard on every patient who comes in here to fight

with them for their lives.’’ Another way Dana-Farber

reinforced this tradition of empathetic respect was in

its hiring decisions. The Physician-in-Chief said,

‘‘When we interview young doctors, we inquire

about their humanity. It’s very important for the

doctors who come here to be real people.’’

In the face of the crisis following the overdose,

the administrators at Dana-Farber continued this

open, respectful, friendly approach with the public

and the press. The President and Physician-in-Chief

were very open and vowed to share the findings of

their investigations with the public. Over the fol-

lowing several months they exposed the flaws in the

Institute’s quality assurance program, training of

young doctors and nurses, procedures for handling

high-risk treatments, and even, through their own

eventual resignations, the imbalance between re-

search and clinical care. As leaders of a nonprofit

organization that relied extensively on donations and

public support, these two administrators recognized

that throughout the crisis they had to maintain their

respectful, open and friendly approach to others.

(2) Frame the problem as a conflict between

potentially destructive environment and our internal

tradition. Throughout the crisis at Dana-Farber,

encompassing the overdosing of two cancer patients
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and the tumultuous year that followed, the hospital’s

leadership openly and aggressively investigated the

causes of the crisis. Their introspection was open

with the public and the Institute accepted responsi-

bility for errors and took immediate steps to reme-

diate those errors. This public introspection had as its

foundation the Institute’s internal tradition of

‘‘compassionate care through research,’’ but recog-

nized the potentially destructive effects of the envi-

ronment leading up to the crisis.

Throughout this public introspection, the Insti-

tute’s President and Physician-in-Chief recognized

several facets of the problematic environment. One

factor was an underlying tension between the

requirements of obtaining outside research funding

and compassionate patient care at the Institute.

Sometimes, the compassionate ‘‘total care’’ of a pa-

tient was difficult to balance with the aggressive

science required to make quantum leaps in the

treatment or cure of cancer. This balance was further

strained by the climate of the health care field at the

time, when Dana-Farber, as a small specialty hospital

relying greatly on outside research funding, was

faced with declining patient revenues and large-scale

hospital mergers. Furthermore, a degree of this

underlying tension was introduced by the fact

that Dana-Farber’s top leadership before the crisis

consisted of research scientists rather than physicians

with hospital management experience. These ten-

sions eventually resulted in the resignation and

replacement of the President and Physician-in-Chief

with more patient-oriented physicians.

Another way the Institute’s leadership framed the

crisis was that the environment was in conflict with

the tradition of ‘‘compassionate care through re-

search’’ was the degree of uncertainty that sur-

rounded this type of cutting-edge research. The

drug dosage plans, or protocols, could be confusing,

and oftentimes the level of toxicity of the drugs,

even if administered correctly, would exceed

mainstream safety levels. This meant that for every

drug order, everyone in the chain of action,

including the prescribing doctor, the transcribing

nurse, the pharmacist, and the administering nurse,

had to check the order against the potentially con-

fusing protocol. This problematic environment was

addressed by the State Medical Board two years prior

to the crisis at Dana-Farber when, after reports from

hospitals around the state of overdoses of different

chemotherapy drugs, the Board reminded hospitals

of the dangers of high-dose chemotherapy.

The result of the problematic environment was a

loss of focus on the internal tradition of ‘‘compas-

sionate care through research.’’ Doctors became

more interested in their research than in attending to

the needs of their patients or developing junior staff

members. The quality control measures, which

should have been evaluated at least annually, had not

been reviewed in almost two-and-a-half years. All of

these factors played a role in making it possible for

the fatal quadruple dose of chemotherapy to be

administered repeatedly and for no one on the staff

to question the causes of the patient’s rapidly

decreasing state of health.

(3) Consider alternative solutions in context of

ethical tradition and adaptation of tradition in con-

text of alternative solutions. The dialog surrounding

how to manage the crisis at Dana-Farber was a very

public one. After The Boston Globe broke the story,

there were articles written almost daily about the

crisis and the steps Dana-Farber was taking to

manage the crisis. The senior managers at Dana-

Farber committed themselves to making all investi-

gatory results public and to be very open with the

public about the problems the Institute had

encountered. Some of the initial steps the top

managers at Dana-Farber took included suspending

the two doctors who had direct responsibility for the

patient and the three pharmacists who dispensed the

overdoses from all patient-care activities throughout

the investigation. The Institute also suspended re-

search with the specific drug that had caused the

fatality, but still maintained its other clinical research

programs. Walsh, the Institute President, said ‘‘This

is one incident . . . . I wouldn’t like that to indict a

whole program. As tragic as this is, we believe it is

essential to pursue research against cancer.’’ The

leaders at Dana-Farber showed their interest in

adopting solutions (e.g., suspending some research,

changing internal procedures, new appointments,

etc.) that questioned the internal tradition while also

questioning the solutions (e.g., not suspending all

research or not separating research from patient care)

in the context of the internal tradition.

Other steps the administrators took to create

potential solutions were to make strides in its quality

management program. They upgraded the Institute’s

pharmaceutical computer system to signal pharma-
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cists when a physician ordered an unsafe level of

chemotherapy. The Institute spent over one million

dollars retraining the staff on high-risk treatment

protocols and expanding its family resource center.

The administrators also instituted more oversight of

the junior doctors and fellows by requiring senior

doctors to sign off on all high-risk chemotherapy

dosages. All of these potential solutions questioned

the espoused internal tradition of compassionate care

through research as well as the more recent de facto

tradition of prioritized pursuit of aggressive cancer

research.

(4) Adopting solutions that are informed by our

tradition and adapting our tradition. A tradition-

informed solution was adopted at Dana-Farber and

the internal tradition was adapted. This solution

consisted of the structural and procedural changes

outlined above, as well as the reassignment of the

research-oriented top management team and

replacing them with more patient-oriented physi-

cians. The result was the adoption of solutions that

refocused the Institute on the ‘‘total care’’ of the

cancer patient. In this cae, the internal tradition

was adapted by re-grounding the Institute in its

original tradition of ‘‘compassionate care through

research.’’ After the environment led the Institute

to forgo some degree of its compassionate care,

implicitly rewarding scientists for aggressive re-

search rather than empathetic clinical care, the

steps the administrators at Dana-Farber took to

manage the crisis recalled the balance of patient

care and effective research. All staff members,

including senior physicians, interns, nurses, and

pharmacists were to be members of a team of care

providers while still pursuing treatments and po-

tential cures of cancer.

The Ben and Jerry’s case

The Ben and Jerry’s tradition and environmental situation

Since it founding in 1978 by two friends named Ben

Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, the Ben & Jerry’s tra-

dition has been one of social responsibility, ethical

employee relations, and progressiveness. This tradi-

tion has endured despite encountering many prob-

lematic environments during the company’s growth

from a store in a renovated gas station to a multimil-

lion dollar corporation with an extensive interna-

tional distribution system (Cohen et al., 1997; Mirvis,

1999; Mirvis et al., 2003; Lager and Loger, 1995). It is

not clear how the tradition has been affected since its

recent sale to the multinational company, Unilever.

The case referred to in this paper covers the period

before the sale. Some environmental forces such as

corporate globalization may be very difficult if not

impossible for relatively small family or closely held

businesses to simultaneously maintain and adapt their

internal traditions to. This might be an interesting case

to look at again in ten years.

Much of the tradition at Ben and Jerry’s was

expressed in the concept of ‘‘linked prosperity,’’

through which the company saw the possibility that

‘‘as the company grew and prospered, the benefits

would accrue not just to the shareholders, but also to

the employees and the community. Each constitu-

ency’s interests were intertwined with the others

(Lager and Loger, 1995, p. 126).’’ This tradition led

Ben and Jerry’s to such decisions as donating 7.5% of

all pre-tax profits to charity, buying brownies for

one of its flavors from a non-profit baker that

employees and trains the homeless in Yonkers, New

York, and instituting a salary structure that restricted

the amount the best-paid executive could earn to no

more than five times the wages of the lowest-paid

employee (Lager and Loger, 1995). Later, the salary

limit was increased to seven times the salary earned

by an entry-level employee.

Ben and Jerry’s formalized its tradition into a tri-

partite mission statement that reflected its goals to (a)

produce high-quality products, (b) act in a socially

responsible manner, and (c) ensure fiscal strength and

profitability (Cohen et al., 1997). The problematic

environment Ben and Jerry’s faced was a result of

trying to optimize all three parts of its mission. To

finance the company’s growth, the founders issued a

public offering of stock in the company in 1984 and

subsequently the third part of their mission, ensuring

company profitability, was subject to increased

scrutiny and priority. For example, the company

faced considerable criticism from the investment

community over many ‘‘socially responsible’’ deci-

sions, such as a half-million dollar decision to pay

dairy farmers a premium for their milk after a

reduction in federal support (Lager and Loger,

1995). Many investors felt the company was not

attending to the needs of the shareholders, and was
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instead too devoted to the social responsibility aspect

of their mission.

When the internal tradition of Ben and Jerry’s

faced this problematic environment of pressure from

the institutional investors, the company faced a crisis.

In 1994, the company encountered lagging sales,

dropping profits, stock prices down fifty percent

from the previous year, and the fact that they were in

the midst of constructing another ice cream factory

that would more than double their production rates.

Ben Cohen, one of the Ben and Jerry’s founders,

was the chief executive officer of what had grown

into a corporation with 600 employees and sales of

$140 million. He concluded that the requirements

of balancing the tri-partite mission with the realities

of remaining competitive in a challenging market

were beyond his managerial abilities. To lead the

company through these challenges, Cohen con-

cluded, Ben and Jerry’s needed a more professional

and skilled executive.

‘‘Upbuilding’’ dialog at Ben and Jerry’s

Following is a description of how the four

‘‘upbuilding’’ dialog steps of the method were used

in the Ben and Jerry’s crisis management situation.

(1) Approach others in an open, friendly, and

respectful manner. One of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of Ben and Jerry’s tradition of linked pros-

perity was the degree of respect shared by all members

of the organization. This resulted in an almost com-

munal environment, reflected in a document the

company published called ‘‘Our Aspirations.’’ In it,

the company said: ‘‘No one at Ben and Jerry’s should

feel alone or apart. When one of us needs help, we

reach out for help . . . . We have a zest for life, a sense of

humor, and we enjoy one another’s company. We

share the excitement of succeeding at the game of

business and we’ll try to have fun while we do it

(Cohen et al., 1997, p. 174).’’

To combat the fear that as the company grew it

might lose touch with its employees, Ben and Jerry’s

management would have monthly meetings on the

production floor for all employees to attend. These

meetings were an important way the company gave a

voice to employees in issues the company faced.

Employees were free to talk about anything that was

on their minds, such as shift scheduling or cafeteria

choices, as well as to give their opinions on issues

management raised, such as cutting expenses or

improving benefits (Lager and Loger, 1995). The list

of company aspirations also addressed this issue of

giving employees a voice by adding, ‘‘To use con-

sultative decision making and active listening: When

making decisions we’ll involve the people with spe-

cial expertise and people likely to be affected. We’ll

also give those with a contrary point of view an

opportunity to be heard (Cohen et al., 1997, p. 175).’’

Another way Ben and Jerry worked to foster a

respectful approach throughout its organization was

with its progressive benefits package. Everyone in the

company earned the same package, regardless of rank

or tenure, which included many ‘‘standard’’ benefits

such as health and dental coverage and life insurance,

but also included unique benefits such as company-

provided child care center, a liberal vacation plan, and

a contracted physical therapist to provide massages.

Ben and Jerry’s was also one of the first public com-

panies in America to provide health and dental cov-

erage and life insurance to domestic partners

regardless of marital status or gender (Cohen et al.,

1997). Based on the criteria of pay and benefits,

opportunities for advancement, job security, pride in

work and in the company, openness and fairness, and

camaraderie and friendliness, the book, The Hundred

Best Companies to Work for in America in 1992 and 1994

honored Ben and Jerry’s for it employee relations.

(2) Frame problem as a conflict between

potentially destructive environment and our tradi-

tion. When Ben Cohen, one of the company’s

founders, announced his decision to step down as

Chief Executive Officer, he framed it as a response

to the crisis created by the conflict between the

potentially destructive environment and the com-

pany’s tradition. He explained that he did not have

the breath of experience or skills necessary to guide

Ben and Jerry’s into the 21st century. Cohen rec-

ognized the difficulty the company faced to

maintain the social mission of linked prosperity

while still administering to the fiscal mission of

ensuring profitability. The environment at the time

was full of potentially destructive challenges. The

demand for superpremium ice cream had slowed,

leading to the slowest growth rate and the first

drop in profit since the company’s founding.

Institutional Investors questioned the ability of the

company to remain profitable while still upholding
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its social mission. The value of the company’s stock

fell fifty percent in the one year when stock market

indices were rising. Many institutional investors

were insisting that the company focus more on

profitability and shareholder value. By seeking a

new executive officer, Ben and Jerry’s hoped that a

new, experienced leadership could resist the envi-

ronmental pressures toward prioritization of share-

holder value while balancing and still maintaining

its ‘‘linked prosperity’’ tradition.

(3) Consider alternative solutions in context of

tradition and adaptation of tradition in context of

alternative solutions. When Ben and Jerry’s first

introduced the five-to-one salary ratio in 1985,

there was lively discussion among the Board

members about the impact the ratio would have on

the company’s tradition and environment. The

proponents of the plan, which was modeled after a

cooperative in Mondragon, Spain, argued that it

would be a tangible representation of a tradition of

fairness unlike that of companies doing ‘‘business as

usual.’’ The dissenting voices argued that the salary

ratio would unduly limit the amount the com-

pany’s senior management could earn, which

would have a dire effect as the company grew,

particularly since the company needed to depend

increasingly on new equity financing for its growth.

The leaders believed that the company had to grow

in order to survive. The leaders believed that in-

creased equity financing was an essential method

for financing their survival required growth. Fur-

ther, the leaders thought that it was essential to

revise the compensation system in order to attract

the type of managers needed to grow the company

and increase profitability for present and future

shareholders (Lager and Loger, 1995).

The company’s founders entered into a dialog

with the Board of Directors and the management

team, as well as with all employees at an all-staff

meeting. This dialog consisted of discussing the

possibility of maintaining the seven-to-one salary

ratio, doing away with the ratio, or finding some

third way such as maintaining the ratio while

exempting bonus compensations from the calcula-

tion (Mirvis, 1999; Mirvis et al., 2003). Through

these dialogs, each of these options was challenged

by the company’s tradition just as the alternative

solutions presented different challenges to the com-

pany’s traditions.

As Ben and Jerry’s faced the need to attract very

good managers, it still had the option of maintaining

its salary ratio, which by that time had been in-

creased to seven-to-one. At the time of the

announcement of his decision to step down as CEO,

Cohen was earning a salary of slightly more than

$130,000, meaning the lowest paid employee would

have to earn at least $19,000. In fact, the ratio was

even lower since the lowest-paid employees at the

time earned about $24,000. By paying its new CEO

a competitive salary, which analysts said would be

well more than $200,000 for a company the size of

Ben and Jerry’s, the company would have to commit

to paying its entry-level employees almost $30,000

and adjust all other salaries accordingly. For a com-

pany with 600 employees, that cost would be

exorbitant to the point that Ben and Jerry’s would

have to sacrifice some of its social mission just to stay

in business.

The other two options, forgoing the salary ratio

altogether or modifying the ratio exempting bonuses

such as stock options, also were less than optimal in

light of the existing tradition, and, if accepted,

would require the tradition to be adapted. Forgoing

the ratio would allow the company considerable

financial freedom to attract the best candidate pos-

sible, at the cost of one of the fundamental elements

of the organization’s tradition. The last proposed

solution, modifying the rules of the ratio, received

less consideration since Cohen viewed such a

modification of the tradition as being ‘‘duplicitous’’

(Mirvis, 1999; Mirvis et al, 2003).

(4) Adopting solutions that are informed by our

tradition and adapting our tradition. A tradition-in-

formed solution was adopted and the Ben and Jerry’s

tradition was modified. The solution Ben and Jerry’s

adopted was to forgo its seven-to-one salary ratio and

try to attract very good managers with more com-

petitive compensation packages. This solution was

informed from within the tradition in that its goal

was to seek a CEO who could lead the company to

improved profitability while still maintaining its tra-

dition and social mission of linked prosperity. In a

survey he conducted at Ben and Jerry’s, Phil Mirvis

found that the number one predictor of how people

identified with the organization was not through

their individual jobs, but rather, it was through the

company’s social mission (Cohen et al., 1997; Mirvis,

1999). By working to solidify the company in the
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face of its challenging environment, Ben and Jerry’s

was also working to save the social mission, which

continued to define its tradition.

While the solution was informed by tradition, the

solution also adapted the tradition. By sacrificing

what had long been a tangible example of the

company’s commitment to including employees as a

vital constituent of its ‘‘linked prosperity,’’ that tra-

dition had to adapt. In this case, the adaptation of the

tradition caused Ben and Jerry’s to lose something

that had been an important part of that tradition.

However, the company still maintained much of

what distinguished its tradition from those of com-

panies doing ‘‘business as usual.’’ Ben and Jerry’s

continued other policies. For example, it continued

to give employees a progressive and comprehensive

benefits package, to commit 7.5% of its pre-tax

profits to charity, and to seek out and pay premiums

for raw materials supplied by disadvantaged busi-

nesses. Since maintaining the company’s social mis-

sion was of such definitive importance to the

company’s tradition, the sacrifice of the salary ratio

to maintain the social mission did not erase the

tradition, it adapted the tradition, and perhaps made

the tradition stronger in the sense that the tradition

had a voice in the decision making.

The ‘‘upbuilding’’ approach was effective in

addressing a crisis in the development of Ben and

Jerry’s from an entrepreneurial endeavor into a

growing, equity market financed organization. The

Ben and Jerry’s tradition was modified, but what the

company’s employees considered an important part

of the tradition was saved, despite a problematic

environment. In order to allow the company to

continue to work toward its social mission of

improving the quality of life of the local, national

and international communities, as well as its eco-

nomic mission of operating a profitable and fiscally

sound company, the tradition had to change. Or, as

Giuseppe di Lampedusa observed in The Leopard, ‘‘If

we want things to stay as they are, things will have to

change (di Lampedusa, 1958).’’

Strengths and limitations of ‘‘upbuilding’’

dialog method

Strengths of the ‘‘upbuilding’’ method include the

following: (1) the process can facilitate action-learning

in ethical crisis management; (2) the process can help

an organization to constructively and ethically re-

spond to crises and problematical external pressures

while helping the organization’s ethical tradition learn

and develop; and, (3) the friendly, respectful affect

dimension of the approach can facilitate peaceful

change.

Limitations include the following: (1) trusted key

players are needed in such crises, but may not be

available; (2) the method can be a too conservative

approach to crisis management; and, (3) the ap-

proach is less applicable in crisis situations where an

organization’s tradition may be questionably ethical

or there is inadequate consensus about what the

ethical components of the tradition are; and, (4)

some problematical crisis environments can actually

be or can be perceived to be too powerful for an

internal tradition to resist, adapt, or transform with

in the sense of maintaining much of the local ethical

tradition.

Strengths

(1) ‘Upbuilding’ can facilitate action-learning. For

example, in the Ben and Jerry’s case, the founders,

the Board members, the workers, and the consul-

tants all appeared to be for the most part sincere,

nonadversarial, and nonlobbying. Instead, they

looked for reasonable and ethical solutions to the

crises that would be ‘‘neither mine nor thine.’’

Similarly in the Dana Farber case, as part of and as a

result of ‘‘upbuilding’’ dialogs, the President and the

Chief-of-Medicine concluded that it would be good

to replace themselves with people with different

types of experiences as did Ben Cohen similarly

conclude that Ben and Jerry’s needed a different type

of CEO than himself.

(2) ‘‘Upbuilding’’ dialog can help an organization

to constructively respond to crises and problematical

external pressures while helping the organization’s

ethical tradition learn and develop. ‘‘Upbuilding’’

dialog is concerned with negative deviations from

shared ideals as well as reconstructive modification

and reform of those tradition embedded ideals.

According to Smith et al. (1990), a strong organi-

zational tradition and ideology should not necessarily

be seen as an obstacle to change and transformation.

A coherent, strong tradition such as the ones at Ben
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and Jerry’s and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute can

serve as a clear base from which clear alternatives can

be developed and compared. In addition, a strong,

highly developed, coherent tradition when it is re-

formed and reapplied flexibly can serve as a facili-

tating and legitimating bridge from one strategy/

structure configuration to another.

(3) The friendly, respectful affect dimension of the

approach can facilitate peaceful change. The

friendly, respectful affect dimension of the method

can encourage cooperative action-learning. The

Dana-Farber and Ben and Jerry’s discussions ap-

peared to proceed with relatively little bitterness and

acrimony in spite of the serious crises and threats the

organizations were experiencing.

Limitations

(1) Trusted key players are needed, but may not be

available in such crises. If key people trying to use

the approach are not trusted or are perceived as

insincere, then the attempt to establish friendly,

respectful affect might well fail. Use of the approach

might be restricted to those situations where at least

one of the key players had already established

relationships of trust before the current crisis oc-

curred. Fortunately, the leaders of Ben and Jerry’s

and Dana-Farber apparently were generally trusted

by colleagues.

(2) ‘‘Upbuilding’’ can be a too conservative ap-

proach to crisis management. The method focuses

on transformation from within an ethical tradition.

However, the key problem might be a problematical

internal tradition rather than a problematical envi-

ronment. That is, the polarity of the situation may be

reversed. Instead of the situation of a problematical

environment poisoning a good internal tradition, the

reverse might be the case: the external crowd could

be enlightened and the internal tradition might be

problematical. For example, in another research

hospital, there might be genuinely little concern in

the organization’s tradition for compassionate patient

care relative to advanced research. It is possible that

some organization traditions have biases that are

entangled with and support behaviors that need to

be pressured to change by an external, national level

movements such as was the case with some self

centered corporate management traditions that

needed to be pressured by investor capitalists to

improve corporate governance and pay some

attention to majority and minority shareholder

concerns (Useem, 1996).

(3) This approach is less applicable in situations

where a tradition may be questionably ethical or

there is inadequate consensus about what the ethical

components of the tradition are. That is, not all

organizations do or can use this method.

For example, Citigroup has agreed to pay a

$400 million fine for its investment banking activi-

ties that facilitated earning misrepresentation in the

high technology and telecommunications industries

and for misleading investors with its falsely positive

research reports on these industries without admit-

ting guilt. Citigroup has also agreed to pay

$2.7 billion dollars in a settlement with shareholders

of WorldCom for those similar investment banking

and misleading research activities, again without

admitting guilt (Morgenson, 2002; Nielsen, 2005;

O’Brien and Thomas, 2004; Sapsford, 2004; The

Economist, 2003).

During the five year time period of these invest-

ment banking and research reporting activities, the

CEO of Citigroup, Sanford Weill received $1 bil-

lion in compensation. Since then, the private

banking unit of Citigroup has been barred by the

Japanese government from operating in Japan for

illegal and unethical activities and the UK bond

trading unit of Citigroup is under investigation in

England for manipulation of the London bond

market.

Several executives have been fired for these

activities. Several have been given very generous

severance packages. Citigroup has agreed to pay legal

fees that fired managers may subsequently face as

well as lost arbitration cases for the fired managers,

again without admitting any guilt.

To date, there does not appear to be any use of a

Kierkegaardian ‘‘Upbuilding’’ method of examining

and including the ethical, or lack thereof, tradition of

Citigroup in addressing these several crises. Instead,

the Citigroup method seems to be: if we get caught

for unethical and illegal practices, negotiate a set-

tlement that includes large fines and penalties, admit

no guilt, fire managers, and pay the fired managers

generous severance packages and legal fees, and

move on. We wonder whether the fired managers

also agreed not to testify against the highest level
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managers and corporate officers of Citigroup in

exchange for their severance packages, legal fees, and

for Citigroup agreeing to pay potential arbitration

fines instead of the fired managers.

And as referred to in the introduction to this

article, even an organization such as Johnson and

Johnson that established such a good reputation for

responding to the externally poisoned Tylenol cap-

sules crisis based on its internal ethical tradition,

seems to have failed to do so in a different crisis.

That is, it appears that Johnson and Johnson sys-

tematically suppressed information about the liver

damaging effects of its Tylenol medicine for over

twenty years (Bates and Hall, 1994; Grady, 1997;

Tennant, 2004). Many more people may have died

from Tylenol caused liver damage than the cyanide

poisoning.

(4) Some problematical crisis environments can

actually be or can be perceived to be too powerful

for an internal tradition to resist, adapt, or transform

with in the sense of maintaining much of the local

ethical tradition (Nielsen, 2003). If the key leaders

and members of an organizational community and

tradition believe that external forces are too pow-

erful to resist and/or adapt and transform with, they

may both be correct in that evaluation and/or may

give up without trying to preserve, adapt, and ad-

dress crises from within their local traditions. For

example, the economic survival pressures facing

Ben and Jerrry’s subsequent to the 1994 crisis

resulted in the company being acquired by the

multinational company Unilever in 2000 (Fiano,

2000; Hechinger and Pereira, 2000; Mirvis et al.,

2003; Steiker and Golden, 2000). It is not clear

how much of the Ben and Jerry’s tradition can

survive as part of such a much larger multinational

corporation. For example, within Unilever, there

does not appear to be much left of the Quaker

tradition of the early 1800s Lever Brothers family

business (Windsor, 1980).

Conclusion

The ‘‘upbuilding’’ method is an extension and

adaptation of the Kierkegaardian ‘‘upbuilding’’

process to organizational crisis management. Much

of management and organizational crisis manage-

ment scholarship is implicitly framed within the

classical and neo-classical framework of organizations

having to adjust and respond to external markets and

environments.

The ‘‘upbuilding’’ perspective and approach re-

frames the crisis. Instead of the crisis being defined as

how to change an organization so that it can more

prosperously adjust to an external environment, the

problem is in a sense reversed. Tradition embedded

value considerations are explicitly introduced. The

reframed crisis management problem then becomes

one of how to simultaneously maintain, stimulate, and

enable the organization’s ethical tradition while

resisting and withstanding problematical crisis envi-

ronments while also considering when and how the

tradition needs to bend and change in the context of

the dialog with and about the crisis. We need not

always have to change in response to problematical

environments, we can also protect, reform, and enable

our ethical traditions in the face of and even the

opportunity of crises. We can both better respond to

crises and deepen and strengthen our ethical organi-

zational traditions. As Kierkegaard explained, ‘‘The

principle of association, by strengthening the indi-

vidual, enervates him. It is only after . . . an ethical

outlook, in face of the whole world, that there can be

any suggestion of really joining together.’’
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